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SUSAN
IACOVOU

One of my visions for the Circular is for it to focus on
existentialism as it is practiced and taught around the world,
and for it to be a conduit for the development of even
stronger links between proponents of existential ideas,
regardless of where they live and work.
There have been other changes in SEA Committee
membership and roles, most significantly the stepping down
of Paul McGinley from the role of Chair. May I express the
gratitude and thanks of the membership to Paul for his hard
work and commitment over the years. And good luck to
new Chair, Pavlos Filippopoulos, as he seeks to make the
role his own.
I hope you find this issue of the Circular to be a good
read. Please contact me by email (therapy@susaniacovou.
com) or telephone (07702 235 936) if you have something
you want to be included in the next or future issues, have
comments on the contents of this issue, or if you have ideas
about how we can improve the Hermeneutic Circular further.

s many of you will know, at the recent
SEA AGM I was appointed as the
new editor of the Hermeneutic
Circular. I now face the difficult
challenge of following in the footsteps
of Catriona May and Lucia MojaStrasser. Under their stewardship, the
Circular became an even more valuable source of
information, ideas and articles relating to existentialism in
theory and in practice. I am both daunted and excited by the
challenge I am taking on and would like to invite you all to
contribute your thoughts on what you’d like to see in future
issues and how I can make it even more relevant and
interesting to both students and qualified practitioners alike.
I wanted to start my stewardship with an edition with an
international flavour, and I am delighted therefore to be able
to include a thought-provoking article from Sartrean scholar
Betty Cannon of the Boulder Psychotherapy Institute, a
fascinating account of the development of existential
therapy and training in Latin America by Yaqui Andrés
Martínez Robles and detailed reflections on conference
speaking and existentialism in Chile by Mary Anne Ellis.

A

Susan Iacovou
therapy@susaniacovou.com
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COMMITTEE
MEMBERS

Pavlos Filippopolous

Mike Harding

Chair: More on this role as Pavlos
sees it in the next issue. Also, see our
new Chair’s reflections on his
election and his first month in the
role later in this issue.

Committee Member: As the former
Registration Officer of the SEA,
I am now the Committee Member
responsible for registering ADEP
graduates and other suitably
qualified practitioners for first-time
registration with the UKCP.

Derek Bean (above),
Murray Blacket
Conference Co-organisors: How do
you capture a theme that engages,
inspires and engenders real debate for
people from many walks of
existential life? How do you make
this as meaningful as possible, in
just one day? And how can that day
come alive and make the SEA 2013
conference a memorable one? These
are just a few of the questions we
hope to answer as Conference
Co-organisors.

Digby Tantam
Committee Member: I reflect the
interests of the staff and students of
the New School of Psychotherapy
and Counselling (NSPC), and the
Society of Psychotherapy (SoP), with
a special interest in researchers
in existential psychotherapy.

Claire Marshall
Publicity: I am responsible for
managing and organising information
produced by the SEA, producing
publicity material, maintaining the
SEA’s profile among students and the
general community, promoting
interdisciplinary connections and
other public relations matters.

Murray Blacket
Forum Convenor: The SEA Forum
has a rich and active history under
previous convenors. As the new
Convenor I shall strive to continue
this tradition. I hope to draw a wide
range of speakers in an attempt to
enliven and broaden our existential
debate. If you would like to be a
speaker, or be involved in any way,
please get in touch. Any help or
suggestions are always welcome.

Natasha Synnesios
Secretary More on this role as
Natasha sees it in the next issue.
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Sarah Young
Administrator, Hans W. Cohn
Scholarship: I am responsible for
sending out the Scholarship
application form when requested and
liaising with readers of completed
applications (usually past recipients).
The subcommittee of readers includes
the Chair of the Society, so I keep
him/ her informed of any
applications. Awarding the
Scholarship is dependent on funds
available, so I maintain contact with
the Treasurer and Committee. I also
ensure that payments are made by the
Treasurer when fees are due, and that

HERMENEUTIC CIRCULAR

Scholarship information is up to date
on the website and occasionally
included in the Circular, as well as
keeping students informed about it
directly. I am also responsible for
asking recipients to write a paper for
the Journal and/or give a presentation
on their research.

Paola Pomponi
Honorary Treasurer: I look after
the financial issues of the Society.
I balance the yearly accounts, deal
with the bank, keep all financial
documents on file, and help with
any queries related to moneys,
receipts and payments.

Haran Rasalingam

JULY 2013

membership details to the
Registration Officer and Therapist
List Co-ordinator, and update the
Treasurer on fees received. Keeping
an overview of changes in
membership numbers and attending
to membership related queries and
feedback is also part of my role.

Susan Iacovou
Editor, The Hermeneutic Circular:
The Hermeneutic Circular has gone
from strength to strength under the
stewardship of previous editors and
I hope to continue their good work.
My role is to encourage students,
qualified practitioners and everyone
interested in existential philosophy
and psychotherapy to contribute
articles, poems, case studies,
workshop reports and adverts to the
Circular. Help, suggestions for future
features and feedback all welcome.

SEA Webmaster: I am focused on
maintaining and improving the
website, developing our digital
presence further, handling any
technical issues and co-ordinating
content management on the site.

Paul Silver-Myer
Membership Secretary: As your
Membership Secretary I send
annual membership renewal
invitations and provide
you with a payment receipt and
membership card. I liaise with
Distribution and Marketing, and the
Circular Editors, provide

with Dr Hans W. Cohn, Dr John
Heaton, and, most recently with
Greg Madison. Simon is Head of
Post-Qualification Doctorates in
Psychotherapy at Metanoia Institute
and Middlesex University. Greg joined
Simon in co-editing EA almost six years
ago, after returning to the UK from a
brief stint on faculty at a Canadian
university. Greg is a psychologist and
psychotherapist with interests in
developing an experiential-existential
model of therapy and concerns about
the impact of globalisation and
technology on human existence. His
EA role includes working closely with
the whole journal team in our
attempts to produce two coherent
high-quality publications a year.

Simon du Plock (left)
& Greg Madison
Journal Co-editors: Simon du Plock
has co-edited Existential Analysis (EA)
since 1993. He has worked closely over
this period with Professor Ernesto
Spinelli, and Alessandra Lemma, then
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Paul McGinley
Representative to the College of
Constructive Psychotherapies:
My role as representative of the
SEA on the Executive Committee
of the ‘College of Constructivist
Psychotherapies’ is to support the
SEA Chair in representing the
interests of the Registered Members
of the SEA at UKCP level, as well
as promoting existential
psychotherapy generally.
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REPORT
FROM
THE
CHAIR
PAVLOS
FILIPPOPOLOUS
t feels like
yesterday but
also like months
ago that I sat in
the last AGM
meeting and heard
the results of the
elections from Paul’s mouth.
A strange experience; excited and
energized, honored and respectful,
accompanied with some virtual or real
drops of ‘sweat’ about the responsibility
and the duty that was just handed over
to me. I was asked to give a statement
after my election as the new Chair. As
I had not prepared for something like
that I managed to find the words to thank
everybody, to share that I was excited
about my new role in the Society and
to also acknowledge that there is much
work ahead.

I

I want to thank you all, again, for
electing me.
Even though time can be subjective,
there is also ruthless, ‘objective’ time,
which says that I have been the new
Chair for just over a month.
Consequently, there are not many
things that I can report on at this stage
since my experience as the new Chair
is limited to a presentation by Mick
Cooper and a Committee meeting, as
well as correspondence with members
of the committee whose primary
purpose is my education on how the
Society has been operating so far and
how it is constituted.
I want to share with you that what
I have seen thus far is a very dedicated
committee and some astonishing work
from the previous Chair. It gives me
great joy to be handed over something
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like this and at the same time sets the
standard really high as I seek to define
and pursue a vision that will
safeguard the values of the Society.
How can we maintain the free and
questioning spirit of existential
philosophy, while ‘dancing’ to rigorous
organizational reasoning?
I am really looking forward to all
the work ahead, which will be reported
to you in various ways and not only in
these pages. In the meantime, I hope
you are all well and look forward to
seeing you in person at our next
conference, the theme of which sounds
fascinating. Hopefully I will be in a
position to leak out more information
on it and other matters in my next report.
Bye for now
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‘DOUBLE NOTHINGNESS’
AND CHANGE: A SARTREAN VIEW
OF THERAPY
BY B ETTY CA N N O N
The instant, if it is to be able to exist, must be limited by a
double nothingness.

As Sartre says, ‘We are perpetually threatened by the instant’
(1943: 599) in the sense that we cannot count on ourselves (or
others) to remain safely fixed in being who or what we are. We
cannot count on continuing to project ourselves into life in the
way that we are familiar and comfortable with doing.
Sartre’s use of the term ‘choice’ in describing a person’s original
world-orientation may be a bit confusing since we often equate
choice with rational deliberation. This is not what Sartre means.
When Sartre talks about the original choice, he is talking about
prereflective (gut level) bodily-lived ways of orienting toward
the world that develop in our earliest interpersonal relationships
and become the starting point for the later spirals of our development
as a person. As Sartre puts it, ‘[A] life develops in spirals; it passes
again and again by the same points but at different levels of
integration and complexity’ (1963 [1960]: 106).
However, since we are free, there is always the possibility for a
shift in our way of orienting toward the world, self, and others. We
may spiral off in another direction. Actually this is what we hope will
happen in therapy. The psychological instant is a moment of ‘double
nothingness’ because past and future change together. Although we
cannot change the facticity of the past or be a person without this
particular past, we can change our orientation toward it as we begin
to move toward a different future. Hence Sartre says that at moments
of profound change, suspended over the abyss, ‘we let go [the old self/
world we were in the process of bringing into being, our former projject] in order to grasp and grasp [a new way of being in the world that
“as yet exists only in outline”, the new pro-ject] in order to let go’.
When I read these words from the quote at the beginning of
this article, I often have an image from a story that my mother
told me about her childhood. Growing up in the country in the
South with its humid pockets of green foliage, my mother and
her friends used to play in a grape-vine-covered ravine near their
houses. They learned to swing on the vines across the ravine, a
daring, exhilarating and terrifying activity that they never told
the adults about. Once they got to the middle of the ravine, they
would have to let go of one vine and grasp another to go the rest
of the distance across the ravine. I picture double nothingness as
that moment of letting go and grasping when they were for an
instant suspended in mid-air. Double nothingness is changing
direction in mid-air.

(Jean-Paul Sartre, 1972 [1943]: 600)
These extraordinary and marvellous instants when the prior
project collapses into the past in the light of a new project
which rises on its ruins and which as yet exists only in
outline, in which humiliation, anguish, joy, hope are
delicately blended, in which we let go in order to grasp and
grasp in order to let go – these have often appeared to
furnish the clearest and most moving image of our freedom.
But they are only one among others of its many manifestations.
(Sartre, 1972 [1943]: 612)
Applied Existential Psychotherapy (AEP) is a form of therapy
that I have developed and taught to graduate students and mental
health professionals over the past thirty years. It is deeply grounded
in the work of Sartre. AEP interlaces the insights of existential
philosophy and contemporary psychoanalysis with techniques
drawn from Gestalt therapy and other experiential approaches. It
is a dynamic here-and-now therapy that also takes into account
how the past impacts the present. AEP therapists work closely
with bodily lived experience as well as verbal material and content.
One of the insights of Sartre that has been particularly important
to our work is the idea of the psychological ‘instant’ and the
accompanying experience of ‘double nothingness’ that heralds
deep-level change in what Sartre calls a person’s ‘fundamental
project of being’. The concept of double nothingness provides a
basis for understanding change, which is not as easy to account for
in more deterministically-oriented approaches to therapy.
According to Sartre, ‘nothingness’ is the basis for our freedom.
Because human reality is no thing, because it is a process or
relationship with being rather than a solid something, we can
change that relationship. Because I am aware that I am not my
computer, not the keyboard on which I am typing, not you, I can
have a relationship with that computer, that keyboard, and you
the reader – and that relationship can shift and change based on
how I orient myself toward all three. I can also shift and change
my fundamental approach to life.
The possibility for change is inherent in Sartre’s description
of the ‘fundamental project of being’. This is a pro-ject or throwing
oneself forward out of the past toward the future. As such, it is a
world-oriented activity rather than a static state or fixed personality
or psychic structure based in unconscious conflicts and drives.
The fundamental project originates in a person’s ‘original choice
of being’ – a choice that is the object of exploration in existential
psychoanalysis and that is constantly open to revision and change.

Clients undergoing such moments describe the way they
feel as ‘weird’, ‘strange’, ‘like there is no ground beneath my
feet’, ‘like I’m standing over the abyss’. They may also describe
themselves as feeling ‘light’, ‘free’, ‘open’, ‘expansive’, ‘new’.
Often such experiences are accompanied by laughter and the
desire to move and be playful as well as by anxiety. Diane, a
colleague in a demonstration videotape i of a dream session
that I discuss in a chapter on AEP (Cannon, 2012), talks about
feeling ‘odd’, ‘strange’, ‘uncomfortable’, like ‘what’s between
my ears isn’t familiar right now’. She also feels ‘light’, ‘free’,
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‘DOUBLE NOTHINGNESS’ AND CHANGE
CONTINUED
‘like a fresh piece of clay or an empty canvas or an empty
page in the typewriter’, like she has gone through ‘all that
mud and come up into clean water – crystal clear water’.
Bill, a student in another videotaped session that I discuss
at length in an article for Existential Analysis (Cannon, 2009)
describes himself at such a moment as feeling ‘weird’, ‘like
somebody different’, ‘like I’m not the same person’, like there’s
‘something different about my body’. At the same time, he
feels ‘light’, ‘like being born or something’, ‘one minute old’.
He also feels like the others in the room look different. He
says with relish to one of them: ‘You look really good right
now’. Self and world have both changed in an instant.
There is a good deal of laughter that accompanies a sense of
discovery and wonder as the subjects in both video sessions encounter
double nothingness. As they go through this experience, they
describe the two sides of double nothingness: the experience of
existential anxiety and the experience of freedom. Both had done
a great deal of personal work before doing these sessions. Deep
level change is not usually a quick process. But when a moment
of double nothingness arises, it makes an unmistakable impression.
Diane says several months later that this was ‘the hardest
session I have ever done’ – and the most productive in terms
of giving her an entrance into ‘a life I’ve never experienced
before’. Bill, in a response to my article in Existential Analysis,
says, ‘In effect the working [which centred on a dream about
birth that provided an entrance into early traumatic experience
that continued to affect his relationships] became a vehicle
for a corrective emotional experience by providing a new
experience of [emotional and psychological] birth’ (Moats,
2009: 212). The outcome of both workings seems to have been
moving into a new and more authentic way of being in the
world and not simply a minor shift in direction.
In the best of circumstances, the shift is to a new way of
being that is the opposite of the approach to life that Sartre
calls the ‘spirit of seriousness’. The spirit of seriousness is a
life stance in which I attempt to view myself as an object like
other objects in the world – a life stance in which I claim that
my boss, my spouse, my unconscious, my psychological state,
my nature, my socio-economic conditions, my childhood, and
so on have made it necessary for me to live as I do. Or it is a
position in which I assume my object status with an attitude
of superiority, pride, or even grandiosity – defining myself
according to my roles, accomplishments, or superior nature.
The spirit of seriousness is a position in bad faith because it
denies freedom and responsibility and attempts to move in the
direction of stasis and solidity. Hence Sartre says that the
‘principle result of existential psychoanalysis must be to make
us repudiate the spirit of seriousness’ (1972 [1943]: 796).
Sartre further contrasts the spirit of seriousness with play,
which he says is the activity in which we are most likely to
encounter our freedom (Sartre, 1972 [1943]: 741-42). In what
I believe is a natural development of Sartre’s remarks, I have
introduced a term, the ‘spirit of play’ii, that provides a counter
to the spirit of seriousness. This is a life stance that embraces
the awareness that we are not determined by hereditary,

environmental, or unconscious forces, but rather that we make
ourselves on the face of the particular set of circumstances in
which we find ourselves. It is a worldview that may arise when
the encounter with double nothingness leads to a repudiation
of the spirit of seriousness. One then feels light, playful,
responsive, free where before one had felt weighed down by
the world and the supposed exigencies of one’s own nature.
Obviously, traversing the terrain of double nothingness is
better done with a therapist who recognises the landscape and
can encourage the venture. Otherwise existential anxiety may be
mistaken for neurotic (or psychotic) anxiety and the experience
of double nothingness pathologised. In effective therapy, it must
instead be recognised as heralding a major shift that may lead to
a new, more authentic, and playful way of living one’s life in the
world and with others. Of course, painful feelings and encounters
with life’s difficulties do not simply disappear. Yet they are more
often met differently when one embraces openness to life and
finds value in supporting one’s own and the other’s freedom.
Betty Cannon, Ph.D., is the author of numerous chapters,
articles and an internationally acclaimed book on existential
therapy: Sartre and Psychoanalysis (1991).
Contact: 123betty@indra.com www.boulderpsych.com
Tel: 1 303 494 0393

Notes
This video, entitled ‘The Skeleton Rib Cage’ after a dream
image, may be viewed at www.boulderpsych.com/videolib.php.
ii
My colleagues (Reed Lindberg, Robyn Chauvin, and Elenore
Snow) and I are currently writing a book on AEP: In the Spirit
of Play: Applied Existential Psychotherapy. Here we elaborate
on the idea that psychotherapy is (or ought to be) playing or
learning to play together, as British object relations theorist D.W.
Winnicott (1985 [l971]: 38) says – and that living in the spirit of
play is (or ought to be) its aim, as Sartre implicitly tells us.
i

References:
Cannon, B. (2009). ‘Nothingness as the Ground for Change:
Gestalt Therapy and Existential Psychoanalysis’. Existential
Analysis 20(2): 192-210.
Cannon, B. (2012). ‘Applied Existential Psychotherapy: An
Experiential Psychodynamic Approach’. In Barnett, L. and
Madison, G. (eds) Existential Psychotherapy: Legacy, Vibrancy
and Dialogue London: Routledge: 97-108. The video discussed
in this chapter, ‘The Skeleton Rib Cage’, may be viewed at
www.boulderpsych.com/videolib.php.
Moats, W. (2009). ‘A Response to Betty Cannon’s “Nothingness
as the Ground for Change: Gestalt Therapy and Existential
Psychoanalysis”’. Existential Analysis 20(2): 211-13.
Sartre, J-P. (1972) [1943]. Being and Nothingness: An Essay
on Phenomenological Ontology. Trans. Barnes, H.E, New
York: Washington Square Press.
Sartre, J-P. (1963) [1960]. Search For A Method. Trans. Barnes,
H.E. New York: Vintage Books.
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Applied Existential Psychotherapy
A two-day course with Betty Cannon, Ph.D. (AEP Founder)
This 12-hour workshop gives an overview with practical techniques
for working with many different kinds of clients and issues using
Applied Existential Psychotherapy. Demonstration videos and
experiential exercises provide a clear sense of how the therapy operates
in practice.
AEP is an approach developed by Dr Betty Cannon at the Boulder Psychotherapy Institute
(BPI) in Colorado over the past 30 years. It interlaces the insights of existential philosophy
(particularly the philosophy of Jean-Paul Sartre) and contemporary psychoanalysis with
techniques drawn from Gestalt therapy and other experiential approaches.
Dr Cannon is a member of the editorial board of Existential Analysis and the author of
numerous articles, chapters, and an internationally acclaimed book on existential therapy:
Sartre and Psychoanalysis. On her last visit to London, she gave a keynote address and
presented a workshop on AEP Dream Work for the twentieth anniversary of the Society for
Existential Analysis. She is returning to share a practical two-day workshop.
Videos on AEP, including demonstration dream sessions, are available for viewing online:
boulderpsych.com/videolib.php - Find Betty's article 'Double Nothingness and Change: A
Sartrean View of Therapy' in this Hermeneutic Circular.
'Every once in a rare while a text comes along whose intellectual impact is such that it
makes one want to shout: "Please, whatever you do, READ THIS BOOK!" Betty
Cannon's Sartre and Psychoanalysis is such a book... I cannot praise this book too
highly. For anyone interested in existential analysis, and most especially anyone
practising such, Cannon's text is required reading. Thankfully, it is also pleasurable
and eloquent reading, admirable for its clarity, authority and lack of academic
pretension. In other words: a text destined to become a classic in the field.' – Ernesto
Spinelli, Existential Analysis, July-Sept. 1992, no. 3.
This workshop trains students in the practical application of the philosophical premises of the book. Dr
Cannon and her colleagues at BPI are currently working on a new book on AEP theory and practice: In

the Spirit of Play: Applied Existential Psychotherapy.

From the upcoming AEP book: 'If we look closely at the contrast between seriousness and play in
Sartre's philosophy and at Winnicott's idea that psychotherapy is play, we may come to grasp the
importance of play as the vehicle and movement toward play as the aim of psychotherapy. We may
come to understand that the adoption of a "serious" attitude is an impediment, rather than an
impetus to change. We may find that psychotherapy itself is an unusual variety of play that allows us
to come up with something irreducibly new.'

AEP Two-Day Workshop - Central London Venue: 26-27 September 2014
Contact Our London Organizers: Susan Iacovou and Karen Weixel-Dixon to reserve a space:
AEP2014@gmail.com (10% discount for bookings received and paid for before 31st December 2013).
Or attend the AEP International Institute in Boulder, Colorado: 15-26 August 2016. BPI@indra. com
www.boulderpsych. com
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IS TALKING AND LISTENING
NOT GOOD ENOUGH?
BY JA N S H E P PA R D

Existential analysis states that each of us carries around within
ourselves a set of assumptions about human nature, which for
most of us remains unexamined. Existential psychotherapists
therefore spend much of their training examining these
assumptions, and then in their professional lives attempting to
help their clients to do the same. But few existential
psychotherapists extend this degree of rigour beyond themselves
and towards their assumptions regarding the existence or not
of ‘mental illness’. One rare exception to this might be the
example of a trainee who, having received a diagnosis at some
point in their life then chooses to train in psychotherapy having
worked out in advance the truth about the matter. But this strikes
me as a rarity, and even if it were more frequent, it would have
taken place most likely through reading, reflection and other
solitary forms of self-analysis, rather than through direct contact
with a training institute, or even a psychotherapist.1 Worse still,
such careful understanding and personal insight may be actively
discouraged whilst in training. My point here is that the therapist’s
task of assessing his own position with regards to ‘mental illness’
at the expense of ‘assessing’ the client, is one that is rarely
addressed head on within training organisations.
What is unique to the existential school in comparison to
other schools is that although the theorists studied during training
date back hundreds of years, the discipline itself is still new,
unheard of by many psychotherapists, not to mention the public.
Although psychoanalysis tends to be thought of as the oldest
of the mainstream approaches to therapy, if I were to begin
training as a psychoanalyst now, I would be studying authors
that would have been alive in my parents’ life times if not my
own. Existential analysis does not have a neat time line dictating
who analysed who and showing how ideas and teaching have
been transferred, or even a history of training organisations in
which ideas were developed, taught, challenged etc. Instead it
asks timeless questions such as ‘What is the right way to live?’
‘Do I have to suffer?’ etc. and views the problems clients bring
to therapy as solutions to these and other fundamental questions.
When I was training as an existential psychotherapist I
understood that teachers were placing themselves in direct
opposition to their original training - mostly psychoanalytic
- and that much of their learning was a direct result of critical
engagement with the profession of psychiatry and psychiatric
practices as much as with psychoanalysis. Existential analysis
struck me then as it does now as having a fragmented lineage,
but these two points stood out as being defining features. What
this meant to me was that the starting point of existential
analysis was more often than not located outside of itself.
Indeed a common criticism of existential therapy from trainee
psychotherapists is just this; it is a discipline that defines itself
only in opposition to other modalities, and therefore is somewhat
paranoid in orientation, refusing to take up a stance of its own.
The uniqueness of existential analysis lies also in its emphasis

on the ineffable and groundless foundation of existence. Human
existence cannot be reduced to a repressed Oedipus complex,
infantile fixations, etc. An existential approach to groups, for
example, is at odds with say a Bionian view in which we are
generously given the choice of three patterns that might develop
(Bion, 1961). Instead the aim of the existential analyst is to
attempt to remain open to the infinite number of ‘groups’ that
might emerge whilst at the same time restricting him/herself to
understanding the specifics of this particular group as it comes
into existence. To the initiate to existential therapy, groundlessness
can too readily be misunderstood as an excuse for woolliness;
meaningless ‘openness’ without the courage to restrict and
constrain. In my view, it is in the initial act of carefully clarifying
the ground of psychotherapy - as opposed to psychiatry – that
the possibility of further opening can then take place, for both
the psychotherapist and the client. In other words, flexibility of
self and flexibility of role should not be as confused as they
often are. Thus the therapist is flexible but the role is not.
Is it the case then, that the odds are stacked against the
initiate to existential therapy who, in attempting to take a firm
stance when confronted with the dilemma at the start of this
paper, finds himself situated within a small and only minimally
evolved field, with next to no history, and whose basic
assumption about human nature invites obscurity and abstraction.
Is it this that makes the task of getting ‘firm ground’ under
one’s feet less likely? Is this difficult for existential therapists
to do for the simple fact of existential analysis being a new
and minimally established school, or for other reasons?
In my experience of working as an existential psychotherapist,
it is the client who is habitually deceiving himself regarding the
nature of ‘illness’ who, through further exploration, is frequently
found to be mirroring the degree of responsibility he has been
taught to assume for himself within his family of origin. Moreover,
and returning to the point at the start of this paper, the possibility
of the client achieving insight into himself on this matter in
therapy is similarly dependent on the degree of autonomy the
therapist has been taught to assume towards their role as
‘psychotherapist’ within his or her training institute. In other
words, has the role of ‘psychotherapist’ been mediated in a way
that is consistent and clear or inconsistent and contradictory;
negotiated, when push comes to shove, in favour of a psychiatrised
point of view, and at the expense of existential intimacy

Notes
The Institute of Group Analysis in London for example, still
employs a psychiatrist to help determine suitability of candidates
for full training, rather than trust their own judgement.
1
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SPEAKING OF
PSYCHOTHERAPY IN CHILE
BY M A RY LYN N E E L L I S

I was invited to speak as a keynote speaker at two conferences
in Chile in August 2012 and, in the light of current discussions
within the SEA about the importance of international
connections, I thought that it would be interesting for members
to hear about my experience of the work of psychotherapists
there, many of whom work phenomenologically. The emphasis
in the phenomenological method on attending to language and
on challenging the rigidity of Cartesian dualisms of inner/
outer, mind/body, has been recognised by them as crucial for
a practice which can address the suffering of Chilean people
who are still recovering from their experiences of the military
dictatorship (1973-1989). The effects are also felt by the new
generation; in addition to struggling with those experiences
that have been transmitted to them trans-generationally, many
of them were born in exile.

textured fields of articulation. These are woven from multiple
voices transmitted across generations of indigenous peoples (of
whom there are at least nine surviving groups) and of Europeans
(including colonizers, immigrants, and refugees). In a new
cultural centre located symbolically at La Moneda, the palace
where socialist President Allende was killed on the day of the
coup, I saw stunning pre-Columbian ceramics, weaving, jewellery
and ritual objects produced in diverse religious, political,
philosophical, and symbolic contexts dating back 15,000 years.
As I walked in the streets of Santiago I noticed how some of
those images and symbols reappear in contemporary arts,
including street art, alongside European colonial buildings and
Catholic churches. These differences produce tensions, are
enriching, and incite important questions with regard to
discrimination and who is vested with the power to speak and
in which contexts. A permanent display in La Moneda shows
Violeta Parra’s (1917-1967) moving and imaginative collages,
paintings, embroideries, and sound poems, which are intensely
personal and intensely political. Her work, along with Victor
Jara and others has continued to inspire many in the Chilean
Left. Murals, political posters and graffiti urge people to join
in the crucial challenge to dissolve social inequalities.

Language
As a phenomenologist attending to the language, ‘the original
poeisis of the client’s voice, as it appears in the analytical
relationship’ (Ellis and O’Connor, 2010: p. xiv), I was captivated
by the emphasis on language in Chilean culture. In his poem
La Palabra (The Word, 1962), the Chilean poet, Pablo Neruda,
writes ‘And, for human beings, not to speak is to die’ (‘Y no
hablar es morir entre los seres’). My experience of visiting
Chile was one of discovering a vibrant culture in which language
truly breathes – in poetry, dancing, music, singing, composing,
visual arts, including architecture, street art, and textiles, in
film, and in theatre, in people’s voices, in their stories, in their
humour, and in their faces. The capacity of Chilean people to
speak in a plurality of ways not only survived the years of the
military dictatorship but also created the conditions for its
end. This capacity has also generated the development of
imaginative practices and research in psychotherapy
contemporaneously in Chile.
Within a few days of the CIA-backed military coup in 1973
the military had tortured and killed the musician, theatre
director, and political activist, Victor Jara. Pinochet and his
regime censored his songs and the artistic works of others who
were viewed as a threat to the regime. They burned books
(including Neruda’s library) and drove many creative artists
into exile. Singing, writing, filming, and visual art practices
(created largely in secret or in captivity) sustained those who
remained as they, their relatives and their friends, ‘disappeared’,
were tortured, imprisoned, or killed; these different ways of
speaking kept the voices of resistance alive. The voices of
those in exile also spoke through music, film (the director,
Guzmán) and other media to the rest of the world about the
trauma of the Chilean people. The support that they gathered
was vital to those left in Chile whose creative campaigns
finally brought an end to the regime seventeen years later.
The verbal and visual languages of Chile generate highly

Sexualities, Recognition and
Responsibility
As well as giving a lecture entitled Dynamic Identities; Time
and Recognition at a conference on Recognition and
Intersubjectivity at the Universidad Diego Portales in Santiago,
I was invited to speak at a beautifully conceived conference,
The Other; That Great Diversity, the 12th Chilean Congress
of Psychotherapy, at Renaca. The President of the Congress,
Claudio Martínez Guzmán, a psychotherapist and professor
of psychology at Diego Portales University, invited Pablo
Simonetti, the Chilean novelist and gay activist to open the
conference. Simonetti spoke of his life as a gay man in Chile
(where the age of consent is older for gay men than for
heterosexuals, where neither civil partnerships nor adoption
are available to lesbians and gay men). I do not speak Spanish
but I knew from his face and his voice and the atmosphere in
the audience how moving, how personal, and how directly
engaging his story was. He emphasised the importance of
psychotherapists taking up the responsibility of challenging
pathologising theories of homosexuality. In my presentation,
Speaking of Sexualities; the Contribution of Merleau-Ponty
and Foucault, I described the struggles (in which I have been
involved) over the past 30 years in Britain to challenge classical
psychoanalytic interpretations of lesbianism and homosexuality.

Diverse Practices
The rich range of themes presented by Chilean psychotherapists
as talks, workshops, and posters, included transsexuality,
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SPEAKING OF PSYCHOTHERAPY IN CHILE
CONTINUED
spirituality, couple relationships, social exclusion, psychosis,
mindfulness, lesbian and gay identities, psychotherapy and
the body, the migrant subject, divorce and mourning, men in
therapy, biodanza, crisis intervention and addiction. Participants
included phenomenological, relational, Winnicottian, Lacanian,
Gestalt, and expressive arts therapists as well as family and
couples therapists, including systems theorists. These sessions
were, appropriately for the practitioners, in Spanish only. I
very much appreciated the opportunity to share in a public
dialogue (through simultaneous translation) with psychoanalyst/
philosopher, Rodrigo de la Fabian, Professor of Psychology,
Diego Portales University, Santiago, which we entitled The
Politics of Listening. De la Fabian’s main interest is in the
contribution of Levinas to psychotherapeutic practices. I was
also extremely touched by the generosity of the many speakers/
participants who joined me for extended informal discussions
in English about psychotherapy, philosophy, intersubjectivity,
art therapy, and many other themes throughout the duration
of the Congress.

experiences requires us, vitally, to extend our attention to our
patients’ speech, to the subtle nuances of tones of the voice
in the conversation between therapist and patient (Martínez
Guzmán and Tomicic, 2011). Heidegger’s argument that our
‘intonation, modulation, tempo and ‘the way of speaking’’
(Heidegger, 1962: pp. 204-206) is crucial, that speech is always
between people, is very relevant to Martínez Guzman’s and
Tomicic’s work.

Speaking of Trauma: A Workshop
My experience of Chile has enhanced my life clinically,
intellectually, and creatively in ways I could never have
anticipated. In a Saturday workshop in North London in
February this year entitled Speaking of Trauma, Noreen
O’Connor, phenomenological psychotherapist and philosopher,
and I introduced new developments in our reflections on the
phenomenology of trauma. As a part of the workshop we
discussed the contribution of Chilean film director Guzmán
in his film, Nostalgia for the Light, to the exploration of
questions of trauma. For more information on our work please
visit our website www.philospsyche.com or email me at
marylynneellis@gmail.com

Therapists and the Arts
In the evenings a wonderful programme of events was organised
at the Congress; it offered the opportunity for therapists to
rehearse and perform – in a choir, in a folk band who movingly
sang many of Victor Jara’s and Violeta Parrra’s songs, and in
dance groups (flamenco and cueca, a Chilean national dance).
A lively karaoke session took place on another night, and on
the last night there was an exuberant fancy dress party with
the most imaginatively conceived costumes expressing
individuals’ ‘Side B’. The Congress impressed me deeply as
an event that facilitated so many ways of speaking. It exemplified
a lived recognition of how critical it is that psychotherapists
are connected to creative aspects of their lives – for themselves
and for their clinical work
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Phenomenological and Relational Analysis
An enormous diversity of interests and positions were articulated
and readily engaged with in public and private conversations.
I experienced the therapists whom I met as being highly attuned
to others’ vulnerability. Traditional dualisms of inner/outer,
mind/body are being challenged by Chilean analysts influenced
by phenomenology and intersubjective theories, (de la Fabian,
2002; del Rio, 2011; Jordan Moore, 2005; Olivos, 2003).
Responding to the traumatic effects of the dictatorship requires
a sensitivity to the specificity of individuals’ experiences that
does not assume that these have their source primarily in, for
example, a ‘inner world’ of early infantile dynamics. During
my visit some phenomenological analysts spoke to me of their
guilt at not being critical of such notions during their training
in psychotherapy at the time of Pinochet’s dictatorship. It was
only after the dictatorship ended that they were able to reflect
on the limits of classical psychoanalytic theorising in responding
to clients struggling with the trauma of totalitarianism. In their
original research Claudio Martínez Guzmán and Alemka Tomicic
demonstrate how sensitivity to the singularity of individuals’
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MUCH ADO
ABOUT NOTHING?
BY B I L L WA H L
The Division of Clinical Psychology in Britain and the American Psychiatry Association are having a really hard time
agreeing on what DSM-V should look like, so I thought I would help them out by writing up the new edition for them.

DIAGNOSTIC AND STATISTICAL
MANUAL OF
MENTAL DISORDERS

DSM -V

Existential Difficulties
1.
Alienation
1.1 Alienation from self
1.2 Alienation from others
1.3 Alienation from existence (me
aning)
Humanistic Difficulties
2.
Difficulties of unmet core human nee
ds
2.1 Basic safety (specify type: physica
l, emotional, material)
2.2 Connec tions to others (intimac
y, inclusion, recognition, feeling imp
ortant)
2.3 Self-esteem
2.4 Self expression and meaning
2.5 Autonomy, freedom
NOTE: When determining either Exis
tential or Humanistic difficulties, con
sider:
A. The manner in which psychologica
l symptoms may be associated with
them. For
example, consider depression, anx
iety, sleep difficulties, eating prob
lems,
loneliness, and any others which seem
relevant.
B. Whether the person may use unh
elpful coping strategies to reduce
alienation or
get core human needs met. For exam
ple, alcohol/drug use, self-harm, con
tributing
to unhelpful patterns in relationship
s, isolation or avoidance.

And that’s it. I did it all by myself on one side of A4 without any funding from the pharmaceutical companies.
Bill Wahl, Chartered Counselling Psychologist. Contact: billwahl88@gmail.com.
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PSYCHOTHERAPY IN
LATIN AMERICA
BY YAQ U I A N D R É S M A RT Í N E Z RO B L E S
I am very grateful and honored for the opportunity granted by
the Hermeneutic Circular to the Círculo de Estudios en
Psicoterapia Existencial and all the practitioners and scholars
of the Existential perspective in Mexico and Latin America,
to disclose how Existential Psychotherapy has been developing
throughout these territories.
I will begin by sharing some of the history of the Círculo
Existencial in Mexico, of which I’m a founding member and
Chair, and then share something about the Asociación
Latinoamericana de Psicoterapia Existencial (ALPE) of which
I am a founding member and currently its Secretary.
In the year 2000 I began doing some research, wishing to
find an education in Existential Psychotherapy and I found some
institutions that offered MD’s and PhD’s in ‘existential therapies’
(yes, in plural). However I quickly became disappointed with
their programs. What they termed ‘existential therapies’ was a
combination of outlooks, including, predominantly, the
existential-humanist approaches, such as Rogers’ person-centered
theory, Maslow’s psychology, Gestalt therapy and Frankl’s
Logotherapy, all seasoned with some NLP, Ericksonian hypnosis,
body therapies, Jung, transpersonal psychology and some others.
However, specific Existential references were scarce, and that
was what I had been particularly looking for.
In that same year I contacted Irvin Yalom, who counseled
that if I wished to go deeper into the Existential viewpoint I
would have to do it through my own means, and he gave me
some recommendations on the subjects I should review. Finally,
in November 2002 the first study group was initiated with
fourteen people, all of them Gestalt therapists and some also
who had studied Logotherapy. The meetings would last ten
hours, taking place one Saturday a month, so that between
meetings we’d have enough time to do the necessary reading.
Our initial plan was to hold fourteen meetings in total.
The program originally included reviewing the texts and
perspectives of the main Existential philosophers, as well as
studying the writings of Irvin Yalom and Rollo May. The
academic program has gradually been extended to include
texts by Binswanger and Boss; Laing, Szasz, Cohn, Van
Deurzen, Spinelli, etc., to the point where nowadays our
program’s main influence is the so-called ‘British School’,
although we have our own style when integrating their intuitions.
Currently, the program lasts three years, with the first year
dedicated to the study of Existential philosophy and knowledge
about ways to apply Existential phenomenology to interviews
and human relations. The second and third years are dedicated
specifically to the study of Existential Psychotherapy in a style
that includes the influence of Yalom and May, of Laing and
Szasz, as well as van Deurzen and Spinelli: and that has been
called regionally: the Mexican School of Existential Therapy.
During the third year we hold supervised practices and the
supervision of therapeutic processes.
The Círculo Existencial has currently 76 enrolled students

and over 150 graduates, and this August we hope to start groups
24 and 25 in our training.
During the last 10 years we have established different links
with psychotherapists in Latin America, the USA and England,
promoting academic exchanges specially with Argentina,
Brazil, Colombia and Peru. We have also had the pleasure of
hosting workshops/lectures with international speakers such
as Emmy van Deurzen and Digby Tantam, Simon du Plock
(twice), Greg Madison, and Ernesto Spinelli (twice). The latter
visited us recently (May 2013) to give a lecture on the challenges
of the Existential Perspective in the 21st century and a workshop
on relationality in Existential Psychotherapy. Both were very
well received by the students and graduates of the Círculo
Existencial, as well as by other therapists (mostly Gestalt
therapists and Logotherapists) who joined us.
Since 2004 we have been following important developments
in Existentialism in Latin America through colleagues in
Argentina (mainly through Pablo Rispo and Susana Signorelli),
in Colombia (initially through Jaime Sanchez and, later, with
Alberto de Castro, amongst others) and in Brazil (where figures
such as Emilio Romero and Ana Maria Lopez Calvo de Feijoo
have strongly driven the Existential perspective forward);
establishing important links with all of them. Thus we have
gradually consolidated the Asociación Latinoamericana de
Psicoterapia Existencial (ALPE) (Latin American Association
of Existential Psychotherapy), which currently has
representatives in all the aforementioned countries as well as
Peru, and the first Latin American periodical dedicated
specifically to the development, study and advancement of
this approach, the Revista Latinoamericana de Psicología
Existencial (Latin American Journal of Existential
Psychotherapy), which has published six issues to date.
The ALPE organizes a Latin American conference
approximately every one or two years. It last took place in
Mexico City in November 2012, before an audience of over
200 people. The 6th congress will take place in September
2013 in Mendoza, Argentina.
Apart from organizing the congress and the Latin American
review, the ALPE organizes a distance learning course on
Existential psychology and its application to therapy via e-mail,
and its current interest is focused on three points: first, to
promote and advance the Existential perspective throughout
Latin America, respecting and promoting the different
perspectives of the approach that has developed in the continent.
Secondly, to consolidate the Existential approach as a valid
option among the modern psychotherapies, as well as a current
and valuable perspective for our times. And, thirdly, to build
communication bridges with different leading figures and
organizations throughout the world to promote more
communication, learning and exchange with the different
approaches to Existential Psychotherapy in the world.
Contact: yaquiandres@me.com
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THE EXISTENTIAL REVIEW – A
PRESENTATION BY MICK COOPER
SUMMARY

Next it was down to the meat of the presentation – the
findings. With the support of two colleagues – Meaghan Craig
and Joel Vos – Mick looked for ‘RCT/empirical studies with
a systematic nature’ to include in the review. The search process
identified 1,046 potential studies. A process of systematic
review reduced this initial number down to a final set of the
20 RCT and 27 non-RCT based papers most worthy of inclusion.
Approximately half of the unique RCTs covered 1,500
participants with a range of presenting issues, while 12
additional studies focused on the use of existential therapy
with clients with specific chronic health conditions. A number
of data-based slides were presented that analysed in detail the
effectiveness of the therapy in these studies. The crux of the
matter, however, was that the meaning-oriented existential
therapies were found to have helped clients determine meaning
in their life and in general, the existential interventions produced
small, but significant improvements in anxiety and depression.
As the presentation drew towards a close, Mick drew
attention to research carried out by Correia (2013) in which
over 1,300 existential practitioners (psychologists/
psychotherapists) were asked to identify the existential
practitioner that most influenced their work. Here is the top
10 from that particular hit parade:

BY S U SA N I AC OVO U
As a fan of Mick Cooper’s book Existential Therapies (an easy
to read introductory text for those new to existential ideas) I
was delighted to have the opportunity to listen to him talk at
the recent Society for Existential Analysis AGM. Mick has
been working on a project partly funded by the SEA – The
Existential Review – which aims to produce a comprehensive,
systematic review of the evidence of the effectiveness of
existential therapy. For the purpose of the review, existential
therapy was defined as therapy that explicitly uses the term
existential to describe its focus or interventions and that is
based on certain assumptions (such as meaning, freedom and
choice, limitations, etc.) commonly understood to be existential.
The presentation proper began with a candid admission of the
downsides of Randomised Controlled Trials (RCTs) – the so-called
‘gold standard’ in research -and recognition that such research:
- Drastically simplifies and reduces the complexity of
human experience.
- Assumes that certain (symptom related) outcomes
are inherently meaningful.
- Assumes that all of life’s difficulties are ‘curable’.
- Takes for granted the idea that a researcher can obtain
an objective, independent perspective (and that
scientific research itself is objective and assumption free).
- Imagines that there is a cause and effect
relationship between variables.
- Assumes that standarisation/manualisation of
therapeutic approaches is possible/desirable.
- Assumes average trends are helpful in understanding
individual change processes.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Mick then outlined the value of effectiveness research from
an existential perspective including it’s potential to:

Frankl
Yalom
Spinelli
van Deurzen
Langle
May
Bugental
Laing
Boss
Lucas

As you can see, there is a strong bias towards logotherapy in this
list (perhaps because many of the respondents were from mainland
Europe where this form of existential therapy is very strong).
Mick then challenged the audience to define more clearly
what it is that existential therapies actually do. He highlighted
the fact that Correira’s research also asked this question and
found that 34% of participants mentioned phenomenological
practices, 16% said the work was informed by existential
assumptions, 11% identified methods associated with particular
existential schools and 13% talked about relational priorities.
Finally, Mick mentioned Daniel Soosa and Sofia Alegria’s
study (in publication) where they recorded and analysed a
large number of existential therapy sessions in an attempt to
identify the practices most characteristic of the existential
approach. As you can see, the top four practices are not unique
to the existential approach:

- Challenge any sedimented therapist-centered views
we might hold.
- Provide space for the voices and experiences of clients
to become manifest.
- Counterbalance the more abstract, philosophical emphasis
of the existential approach.
- Offer transparency in what we are doing and the kind
of changes existential therapy may offer.
He also made clear his view that if we want free, funded, existential
therapy to be made available then we need to prove the effectiveness
of our interventions to the people providing the funding, and this
evidence needs to be in a form and language that funders understand.
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THE EXISTENTIAL REVIEW
– A PRESENTATION BY MICK COOPER
CONTINUED
1.
2.
3.
4.

Therapist sensitivity/attunement to the client’s feelings.
Therapist empathy towards the client.
Prioritisation of interpersonal relationships.
Therapist clarification, restating and rephrasing.

validates the existence of the flawed use of research models
(such as RCTs) adopted by NICE because he chooses to engage
with NICE in their drive for research. I worry that by pandering
to NICE’s flawed research requirements, which in my mind
are geared to a monetised idea of accountability, it doesn’t
encourage NICE to change its ways and instead just embeds
further its position. I am aware of how the politics of the day
have shaped so many initiatives through time, and I worry that
by engaging too much with NICE in their flaws, that history
won’t be kind. I do sometimes wonder if NICE is in effect just
another fashion, which will come and go like many other
Government departments and fashions. I would hate for
existential philosophy, which in my opinion has at times been
able to stand outside of fashion by pointing out the fashions
of the time, to become just another fashion victim.
I do believe that psychotherapy, psychology & counselling
professionals should absolutely be able to justify what it is
that they are doing. Like other professions, these professions
do need to be ‘accountable’. However, I would rather see
efforts made to establish more suitable methods of research
and accountability – to figure out a way to cross the bridge
between practice and funding that doesn’t favour either side’s
point of view at the expense of the other. Is there not another
way for the two to be able to meet in dialogue?
I appreciate that this may seem like too monstrous a task
for most. I can entirely relate. I know that I am certainly not
equipped to come up with an improved method of research, let
alone then convince the sitting bureaucrats of the day to adopt
it. Hence why I would absolutely concede if Mick came back
at me with ‘well at least I am trying to do something’. He would
undeniably have a point. He is definitely one of the few who
are trying. I am merely pontificating in a Circular.
Ten years ago though, I didn’t think that the banking system was
permeable. Yet now, after the collapse of the system as we knew
it, all sorts of more democratic ways of engaging with the functions
of banking are springing up. Maybe it just goes to show that
ultimately, perhaps anything is possible. Perhaps if there were
better ways of doing things, then people like me might harp on
about them instead. One never knows where it might take us.

Mick brought the presentation to a close by acknowledging again
that outcome research massively oversimplifies the existential
approach. He accepted that it introduces many assumptions that
are antithetical to our approach as existentialists. He also suggested,
however, that such research challenges us to re-evaluate implicit
assumptions about our work that ordinarily we do not question.
Finally he asked us to consider three questions:
1.
2.
3.

Should we be developing our understanding of the
outcomes of existential practices?
If we truly want to disseminate the existential
approach, are we willing to sacrifice some of what
we believe in?
Should we articulate what existential practices are
or will it prove to be like trying to hold a butterfly
– the more we grasp it the more we destroy it?

As the Existential Review is currently pre-publication, we
weren’t given copies of the presentation and my rather poor
speed writing, combined with what was at times an overwhelming
amount of information, means that this summary should certainly
be regarded as incomplete and, quite possibly, inaccurate in
places. Where I hope it is successful is in whetting the reader’s
appetite for the publication of the Existential Review and setting
the scene for a useful debate of what it shows and does not
show. This debate began at the end of the presentation, when
several audience members questioned the assumptions underlying
the research and discussed possible alternative ways of
determining the effectiveness of existential therapy. Some of
these views are represented in the comments below.

THE NICE: JUST ANOTHER FASHION?
BY TA M A RA S E A R S
I need to say from the outset, and quite clearly and succinctly:
I am a Mick Cooper fan. I think he has a marvellous talent for
writing and research that I can only envy. His presented research
did everything I would expect from a Mick Cooper piece in that
it was informative, it was enlightening, it was interesting, and
it was conveyed in a way that was clearly digestible and with
an ease of attitude which is... well... just ‘Mick’.
Now to the criticism. Mick and I both concede we come
from very different points of view on this. I worry that Mick

OU TCOM E S OF PSYCHOT HE RAPY
BY D I G BY TA N TA M
I acknowledged Mick’s recognition that he, Emmy van Deurzen
and I (and also Martin Milton, now at Regent’s) collaborated
on trying to find novel ways to identify outcomes of
psychotherapy that would be specific to existential
psychotherapy, and that I had eventually developed, with Chris
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enthusiasm for the topic. His PowerPoint slides at first told
the story of why research might not really be suitable for the
intimate business of therapy. He used several images to make
this point: one of a crowd of several hundred, followed by a
close up of one person from the crowd. The message: we are
individuals with moods, and there is no point in generalising.
It was a simple and clear statement.
Existential and other therapies were amusingly portrayed
with cartoons and cute animals. I figured that what was to
follow would be the other side of the coin, in other words the
sales message. His point was that there is a need to get existential
therapy out to the powers that be, presumably the government
and the NHS, if we are to stand a chance of exerting any
influence. In short, I assume he means that if us existential
phenomenological psychotherapists are to survive, we have
to show research evidence of methods and outcomes. At this
point there was a reference to the Daily Mail, possibly intimating
that we have to win them over, and convince them that we
have scientific evidence of our methods and outcomes in order
to justify our existence.
Professor Cooper put forward two points to win us round.
He said that research encourages transparency, and also, that
research has made him think about his own practice. I agree
with transparency, but the place for that, I would have thought,
would be during supervision sessions, where we are talking
about individuals: ourselves as therapists, and how we interact
with each individual client, rather than statistical results and
outcomes. Note: the pictures of the crowd of hundreds, and
then the circled individual from the start of the talk.
The second point was that the professor had been influenced
in his practice by research. Did he mean by this that he was
influenced by findings from research, and that as a consequence
he altered his ‘method’ of relationship in his practice with
each individual client, and got better results? I couldn’t ask
at the time, the acronyms were flying out thick and fast and
the charts and bullet points were jazzed up by the professor’s
laser pointer. By the time I realised that I was supposed to
focus on where the little orange dot was jumping around, we’d
been moved onto another page.
If anything, the presentation speeded up the longer his talk
continued, and towards the end it became almost frantic. Photos
of others who’d carried out valuable research to support the
professor’s point were shown together with their graphs and
charts. A photo of Mark Rayner with his six-session existential
method comes to mind. Surely, if this reference to something
that Mark has discovered was to mean anything, it required
more than a passing mention and photo. I was left without a
clue as to his way of working. I felt bullied by the rapidity of
the presentation, I wasn’t given time to take it in, but the
message was that we have to do this or we will fail to survive.
If, as I suspect, the theme was about searching and packaging
for presentation the elusive essence of good therapy, this is a
dream of an idea, but I fear it is a lost cause. In my work, the
moment I make an assumption that some components of one
successful session can be imposed on the next client, or repeated
at the following meeting with the same client, I cease to be
open to the nuances of my mood and that of the client, or
clients. The ‘attending to’ or ‘being with’ the client becomes
less possible, a distance grows between the client and I, and

Blackmore, a questionnaire that combined two well-being
scales, two mental health scales, and two spirituality scales.
This is available on the web to be used by therapists
(existentialtherapy.info) in both English and Swedish (Fredrik
Linqvist and Jaanus Toose both assisted in this project). Data
have been slow to come in, however, and I asked Mick Cooper
if he thought that this might be a good way to go forward in
further studies of existential psychotherapy. He thought that
it would be, but had no plans to do this himself. I am currently
seeking volunteers willing to help collate the data from this
project and send it on to participating therapists.
Digby.Tantam@Googlemail.com

TH E E M PE ROR’ S C L OT H E S
BY PAO L A P O M P O N I
I sat in trepidation, during the last SEA AGM, at the prospect
of finally listening to the results of Mick Cooper’s research
(partly sponsored by the SEA).
Trepidation gave way to frustration by the end as I (hopefully
wrongly) understood that the conclusion of the research was
that we need more research.
Maybe I inadvertently lost the plot at one point, trying to
keep up with the fast moving talk and slides, or perhaps there
was a much larger truth being revealed that was so deep and
important that it eluded me?
If so, I apologise and ask for someone to please explain it
to me.
In the meantime I wonder if there were other people who,
like me, felt that we were listening to a presentation about
nothingness, with a result that says nothing about what we do
and how we do it.
Nothingness is mostly present, as a subject, in the work
with my clients, but the meaning and soul of that work is all
but nothingness, and I resent the fact that this research describes
the existential approach in this way.
I hope that someone will reassure me that the Emperor
was actually wearing some clothes – even just a pair of
socks would do...
Ppomponi@hotmail.co.uk

A N D A L L T H AT JAZ Z :
R E F L E CTI ON S ON PROFE SS OR
C O O P E R’ S PR E S E N TAT I ON
BY B E R N I E J OY
Professor Cooper’s presentation was packed with information,
and the speed at which he delivered it came perhaps from his
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THE EXISTENTIAL REVIEW
– A PRESENTATION BY MICK COOPER
CONTINUED
I feel complacent if I drift into this kind of assumption. At
times like this I have to shake myself out of it. In other words
to brand, or to make concrete something that just happens with
one person at one particular time, destroys that elusive quality
that we existential phenomenological therapists might hope
will appear. I don’t think that I am alone in this view, because
from my recollection, Ernesto Spinelli, in his entertaining and
animated presentation at the last SEA conference, was making
a similar point: by concretising something wonderful and
elusive, we destroy it.
Professor Cooper made a passing reference to ‘not knowing’
in existential therapy. It seemed to be acknowledged, skipped
over in a dismissive way, but it has great relevance. ‘Not
knowing’ can be openness to the client, and being in a place
of preparedness to discover. I remember clearly the hostility
expressed towards Ernesto Spinelli at a large person-centred
conference in Durham, in about 2001. In front of this audience
of mainly person-centred therapists, he discussed how he didn’t
really do anything in therapy, and expressed the value of ‘not
knowing’. I remember that this was generally met with derision,
and one member of the audience heckled ‘that’s outrageous
you’re being paid’. Mingling with the crowd of ‘respectable’
therapists after his talk, I overheard one woman of a certain
age say that she felt like giving that Spinelli a good slapping.
Unfortunately, ‘not knowing’ does not make for good press or
for good research.
Therapy research has inhibited me more often than interested
me. When I see a client for six-session therapy, who may be
in a state of recent trauma or in the grip of some kind of
addiction, my immediate reaction is that this person needs to
see an expert in CBT or EMDR or be given medication: anything
but come and see me. What do I know? When I have calmed
a little, we are able to proceed without tools or ‘best method’,
and I couldn’t possibly say what has taken place between us,
except to genuinely be with each other and for me to get to
know my client in depth. If ‘respectable’ therapists were moved
to thoughts of violence by the proposition of ‘not doing’ but
simply ‘being with’, how is it possible to market this kind of
therapy?
I have an interest in the placebo effect, which I would prefer
to be called ‘human care and relationship’. Even in some
mainstream circles there is great interest in this effect, and
what conditions might be required to enable it. Although the
conditions have been suggested, there seems to be no scientific
proof. In his book The Placebo Effect and Health, W. Grant
Thompson, MD writes:

He is discussing a physically ill patient, but he is referring to
human care.
Thompson goes on to quote one Francis Peabody who
recorded complaints (about methods of training) back in 1927,
but he finds it just as relevant today:
Young graduates have been taught a great deal about
the mechanisms of the disease but very little about ...
how to take care of patients.’
(Thompson, 1979: p 184)
Peabody goes on to say that doctors learn the art not in medical
school, but in the ‘harder school of experience’. Unfortunately
this may be too late for many patients and too difficult a lesson
for many doctors who have so little time for ‘art’
As I write this, I wonder if perhaps Professor Cooper is so
rushed that he also has little time for the ‘art’. The question
is whether therapy is a creative process or a run-of-the-mill
scientific process, which can be improved in the same way as
the efficiency of a machine. This new improved therapy would
then be applied, resulting in a greater improvement of the
client.
If good therapy is to survive, and therapy under the heading
of ‘existential phenomenological’ is to survive in particular,
there must be another way, distinct from that of Professor
Cooper. The ‘publicity’ might well take the line that we are
the jazz of the therapy world. What would the Daily Mail make
of that?
But I’d like to say again that transparency is not pretending
that we can say what is going on in therapy, based on research,
but to say that we can probably never know what is going on.
But then what do I know.
berniejoy2001@yahoo.co.uk

References
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A healer ’s success depends a great deal upon her
personality:her demeanour, attitude, ability to
communicate, and unambiguous ability to communicate
to an ill person’s welfare.’
(Thompson, 1979: p 179)
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TINU (RIG HT ) AND DOROTA MAGLO

REMEMBERING TINU THOMAS
1 ST JAN UARY 1 9 46 – 3 0T H JANUARY 2013

BY A N N A GA F F N EY J O N E S

ago I was able to keep up with her through her Facebook
pages and as always there was humour and a philosophical
approach to life.
I am very sad at the thought of Tinu no longer being
here and it seems harsh that she survived life’s difficulties
only to be stopped by something she could do nothing
about. I hear she didn’t go without a fight and that is how
I will remember her.

Remembering Tinu brings to mind her lovely smile and
the warmth of her personality. Whatever difficulties she
might experience Tinu never lost the ability to see the funny
side of life.
I met Tinu at Regent’s College and enjoyed her company
for the two-year diploma course. She was determined to
complete that course and then went on to study for another
two years to become a UKCP registered psychotherapist. I
think she brought that determination into most situations in
her life, which served her well. I felt a connection to Tinu
and believe that many people will have experienced this,
which is a wonderful way to be in relationship when you are
working as a psychotherapist.
Later, we bumped into each other in Balham and often
found ourselves in the cafe having a coffee at lunchtime. It
was great to catch up with her news and she was always so
proud of her family. When Tinu left Balham a couple of years

BY A L E X S M I T H
Tinu was one of my dearest friends. I met her first in January
1999 at Regent’s College, where we studied together for the
next four years to become existential therapists. After that we
met often to have a meal, go to an exhibition, have a few
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drinks, see a show – but mainly to talk.
And talking with Tinu was a real pleasure. The first time
we fell into conversation was standing in the freezing cold
smoking cigarettes outside the refectory emergency exit at
Regent’s. Straightaway I felt at home in her company and this
continued until she died. Tinu had warmth and humour that
made conversation easy and fulfilling. Chatting calmly away
in her resonant, melodious voice, which still had echoes of the
Manchester she had grown up in, she would suddenly unleash
a loud, infectious and sometimes gleefully raucous laugh. It is
the image of Tinu laughing that I will carry with me.
But she was serious and thoughtful too. She cared
passionately for her family and friends who crammed the
crematorium to overflowing at her funeral. She was interested
and wanted always to know and experience more. In our
conversations together, Tinu was never afraid to ask a direct
question and, when the reply came, her first response on nearly
every occasion was a single word – ‘OK’ – without judgment
and with acceptance, before she said just what she thought,
whatever that might be. Tinu invited openness, but respected
and reciprocated it too.
In an eventful 67 years of life, Tinu often had to deal with
adversity. But whatever adversity she met with, she faced it
tenaciously and with great courage. I never saw this more
clearly than in her struggle with the terrible and cruel cancers
that killed her. Refusing to give in to her illness, she continued
to go out and socialize as much as she was able to, even when
it left her visibly exhausted. The last but one time I saw Tinu,
I remember her telling me with a chuckle of pride how the
nurses had said she was a true marvel to still be doing so well
more than a year after her diagnosis.
This was not to be marvelled at though. It was what those
who knew her well would have expected. Tinu loved life and
wasn’t going to let go of it without a fight. And she was
supported in this by those who loved her, especially her
devoted daughter Kiera who looked after her selflessly and
with unceasing care month after month.
Now that she has died, I miss her greatly and frequently
think of her. I hope, as she believed, she is somewhere else
now: replying with an occasional ‘OK’ and often laughing,
laughing loud.

JULY 2013

humour: normally with a glass of red wine to hand.
She was one of a very few black therapists, as demonstrated
by their scarcity at conferences and seminars. From that
perspective she is a great loss. As a friend and colleague her
early departure leaves a very large gap.

BY D I A N A M I T C H E L L
My first memory of Tinu was on the first day of the Existential
Diploma in 1999. She stuck out for me with her strong
humorous face and expressive deep voice.
She had very little confidence when it came to writing
academically throughout her training and yet she seemed
confident when it came to expressing how she felt and
responded in the moment, whether it was at conferences or
on the course.
There was a time on the ADEP (Advanced Diploma in
Existential Psychotherapy) when in order to pay for the course
she had a day and a night job! For her it was the way it had
to be and it was her choice to do the course and her responsibility
to get through the course. She would ‘power-walk’ from
Victoria to Regent’s College to save money and yet I never
heard her complain about how hard it was for her to make
ends meet.
I would simply say that from a group facilitator and
supervisor’s point of view she was a dream to be and work
with. I used to say that ‘every course needs one Tinu’, she
encouraged openness and spontaneity in all of us.
She fantasized about becoming like ‘the lady shrink in The
Sopranos’, a power-dressing, ‘professional’ or corporate
looking woman who seemed the opposite of the Tinu I knew.
The day she got the news that she had passed the ADEP I
found a message on my answer phone that was funny and
heartfelt at the same time.
‘Hi Dianne … I can’t believe it Dianne… I am now a re-al
U-K-C-P registered Existential Phenomenological Psychotherapist!’ I could feel how proud she was in what she had
achieved (she came from Manchester, so her Northern accent
seemed to stretch it out even longer). She was clearly savouring
every word while letting the meaning and the reality sink in.
She once came to my house in Walton on Thames for
supervision and as we drove through Walton High Street from
the station I heard a puzzled ‘Ohhh?’ next to me … I knew
what she was thinking; there was not a single black face to
be seen! She often spoke about her experience of being mixed
race and how it made her feel like an outsider at times.
I am so grateful for having been her friend and gained from
being in her company. She was generous, caring and very
affectionate while also being honest and truthful with herself
and towards others.
Tinu was diagnosed with cancer 15 months before she died.
She was much too young to die but made the most of that
time with such dignity. As her daughter said just before she
died ‘Mum tries so hard’… she certainly did.

BY B E R N I E J OY
I’ve known Tinu since January 1999 when we joined the final
Existential Diploma course at Regent’s College. We shared
a certain age and a fear of essay writing: neither of us had
written an academic essay before but somehow we got through,
supporting each other in despair.
Tinu got through, successfully working as a therapist for
many years. She didn’t have devises or templates but was
intuitive using simply her care, love and concern for others.
She worked hard all the time that I knew her and she didn’t
allow her spirituality to interfere with a very sharp sense of
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NEWS FROM THE NEW SCHOOL
The New School has been delighted to see a steady stream of
new doctors graduating this term. We are always pleased to see
successful vivas leading to new Existential Doctors in
Psychotherapy or in Counselling Psychology. It is one of the
ways in which our existential field gains more credibility and
standing. We are also generally pleased to see our students doing
well and achieving new successes. NSPC will have an open
evening on Tuesday 16th July, 17.30 where anyone who is
interested in studying with us will have an opportunity to come
and listen to information about our courses and to ask us any
questions at all. This is a free event, but please book a place on
020 7624 0471. We will also have an end of year party for all
NSPC staff and students on Wednesday July 24th 14.00-16.00.
Time to relax and celebrate, after a long year of hard work.
Of course we are always pleased to welcome students or staff
from other organizations on our short course programme, which
is perfectly geared towards intro courses on the one hand and
CPD courses for established practitioners on the other hand
(check out: http://www.nspc.org.uk/courses/).
It is also possible for trainees on other courses to come for
existential therapy in our NSPC based Dilemma Consultancy
practice (www.dilemmaconsultancy.com).
Emmy and Digby both work in the practice and supervise the
work of our low cost clinic (£25 per hour over the summer,
staffed by our doctoral students).
Also consider attending our Society of Psychotherapy talks,
which take place on the third Tuesday of each month (see the
table below). Join the Facebook group or take a look at the
website: www.societyofpsychotherapy.org.uk
We were pleased to hear that Emmy van Deurzen will be the
keynote speaker for the 25th anniversary conference of the
Society for Existential Analysis, the theme of which will be
LOVE and HATE. The title of Emmy’s keynote will be ‘Shadows
of Love’. We shall look forward to the conference and hope that
many NSPC staff and students will attend.
We were sorry to find that Digby Tantam lost the election for
chair of SEA, but are pleased that he will remain on the SEA
committee to continue making the link between SEA and NSPC,

especially in relation to the forthcoming World Congress. We
hope the new chair of SEA will support the Congress wholeheartedly.
Meanwhile preparations for the First World Congress for
EXISTENTIAL THERAPY, which will take place from 14 to 17
May 2015, are taking shape. The Honorary Scientific Committee
is now more or less complete, though we are still awaiting a rep
for Norway and India. It is a committee that spans the globe and
brings together a wealth of experience in existential psychotherapy
from which the Congress will draw. Most of the members of the
committee are expected to give a paper or a workshop at some
time during the congress.
The Congress venue has now also been decided and this will
be Church House Conference Centre in Westminster (pictured).
See www.existentialpsychotherapy.net for further information.
You can also register your name on the website to receive regular
updates. There will
be room for up to
600 participants
and we will sell the
first 200 tickets at
an early bird cut
rate, from 2014
onwards. Speakers
V IEW FROM THE BALC ONY AT CHU RCH HO U SE
and themes are yet
C ONFERENCE CENTRE , WE STM INST ER
to be confirmed,
but the subtitle of
the Congress is:
‘FREEDOM,
RESPONSIBILITY AND THE MEANING OF BEING’.
We will be looking for members of the Society for Existential
Analysis to come forward to offer hospitality to some of the
speakers from overseas, several of whom have asked for this
kind of support in order to be able to afford coming to London.
If you have space available and would like to contribute in this
way, making new friendships with colleagues from other countries,
please contact Holli Leah, who is the administrator for the
Congress: admissions@nspc.org.uk

SOCIETY OF PSYCHOTHERAPY
AUTUMN PROGRAMME 2013
The 2013 Programme of talks at the
Society of Psychotherapy, a meeting place for
friends of psychotherapy. All events take place
at 254 Belsize Road, London NW6 4BT
from 7.00 to 8.30pm, and thereafter in the
Priory Tavern. Further details at
www.societyofpsychotherapy.org.uk

15 October:
Emmy van Deurzen

17 December:
Daniel Mirea

Existential Relationship therapy

Existential CBT

19 November:
Manu Bazzano
Zen therapy
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The Society for Existential Analysis announces its 2013 conference

LOVE AND HATE
Saturday 23rd November 2013
at The National Council for Voluntary Organisations, 8 All Saints Street,
London N1 9RL
Love and Hate are passions which map and shape our lives. They will free or bind
us, wreck us or release us. We may learn to navigate them well or find ourselves at
their mercy but we can hardly be indifferent to them or claim never to have been
touched by them. They are our wrecking balls and our wings.
In the therapeutic relationship therapist and client engage, succumb, survive,
express and transform Love and Hate. Much of the work of therapy pivots around
these two emotions and a therapy of depth and consequence cannot happen without
the presence and expression of both. But what are love and hate?
In the 2013 SEA conference we want to explore these two emotions and the tension
between them; the nature of their boundary; their creative and destructive aspects;
the consequences of favouring one over the other; the truths and lies that they
engender. As we did last year, we aim to have a mixture of experiential workshops,
presentations and theoretical papers, hearing from the lived experience of therapists,
academics and other practitioners in the field, including our own perspective as
clients.
This year we are also celebrating the 25th Anniversary of the Society for Existential
Analysis and to mark this Professor Emmy van Deurzen, the founder of the SEA, will
be our keynote speaker at the conference. We will also be hearing from other
founding members on the day.

If you wish to contribute please send a summary of your proposed presentation or
workshop and a brief biographical statement to the conference organisers, Murray
Blacket and Natasha Synesiou at: 2013seaconference@gmail.com
Closing date for applications: Monday 12th August
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RELATIONSHIPS:
A MINDFULNESS AND
EXISTENTIAL-THERAPY
APPROACH
BY J YOT I N A N DA

Arthur: Yes, that’s right.

When Sartre famously said, ‘Hell is other people’, he was
pointing to conflict being a given in relationships, which rings
especially true when couples come for therapy. However, in
line with existential thinking, we are free to choose how we
relate to conflict. Zen Master Thich Nhat Hanh (2001) offers
hope in being with others. With mindfulness practice, we
generate the energy of mindfulness in which pain and suffering
can be embraced. It makes possible transformation and healing
(Thich Nhat Hanh, 1998). Practising mindfulness is a choice.
Arthur and Ann 1 are both 45 years old and working as
accountants. Arthur, a man of medium height and smartly
dressed has an assured bearing. Ann, stands slightly taller than
her husband, dark haired and slim. She looks tired. Both agree
they need help. They found my details in one of the psychotherapy
directories. Now married for eighteen years, they come for
therapy with a view to finding out whether their marriage has
any future. They lead parallel lives and there is a lack of
connection and communication between them.

On asking Ann what she wanted, she said: Less criticism,
non-judgment, more acceptance of who I am, and better
communication and connection. I reflected back to Ann what
I heard and asked for verification.
Ann: that’s correct.
Jyoti: I am now going to include what both of you have
said as a common goal. Better communication, better
connection, a relationship where there is less criticism,
less judgement, more acceptance of each other, a loving
and caring relationship which includes sex. Have I got
it right?
Both agree that I have included what both said.
Jyoti: Can this be our common understanding of a
common goal that we are aiming towards?

Arthur: We live like brother and sister, not like a couple.
We don’t have a physical relationship any more. It’s the
children that’s kept us together, twins who will soon
leave home. We don’t have anything to talk to each other
about anymore. We are together only out of habit.

They both agree.
Jyoti: Looks like we have quite a lot of agreement between
both of you. Is there anything else either of you would
like to say?

Ann: I am not sure how therapy will help. I feel very
anxious. I want to know what will be the outcome.

Arthur picks up on what Ann had said earlier.

Jyoti: Coming for therapy can be anxiety provoking. Of
course there is uncertainty and we do not know the
outcome. What I can say is I will give you both my full
attention and I would invite you to trust the therapy
process. If each one of us brings our full intention to
engaging with the process, let’s see what emerges. You
are right, it is uncertain and anxiety provoking and we
do not know the outcome.

Arthur: Ann says she is anxious. I don’t feel anxious
about coming here. I don’t understand why she is always
so anxious. Please sort her out.
Ann: Arthur lacks empathy. He makes out as though I
am an anxious person and I am not!
My role is not in trying to solve their problems, only to facilitate
a process. My aim is to maintain empathy and neutrality for
both and not take sides with either Arthur or Ann, and also to
help each see not only from their own perspective but also from
the perspective of the other. I wonder: Can they see the suffering
of each other? Can they include the other?

(Pause). Ann looks uncomfortable.
Jyoti: Perhaps, each one of you can tell me what you
would like as an outcome?
Arthur knew what he wanted: More connection, more
communication, a caring and loving relationship, and a physical
relationship which included sex.
I reflected back to Arthur what I had heard and asked for
verification, ‘Have I heard you correctly?’

Jyoti: Arthur, may I invite you to reflect back to Ann
what you have just heard her say?
Arthur: She says she is not anxious, but I know she is.
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Please sort her out. That’s why we are here.
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Learning to be present to self and each other with kindness
and looking with fresh eyes is an act of love. Transformation
through love resounds in Kierkegaard’s profound observation,
Love not only flows from the heart, love ‘forms the heart’.

Jyoti: Can we just pause here? Arthur, I am going to
ask Ann to verify if this is what she said, so she can give
you feedback on if you heard her correctly.

‘No longer did Ann feel
she was invisible.
Held in the gaze of Arthur
She came alive
Fresh as the dew drop
In the embrace of morning light
A beautiful pearl’.

I can see how Arthur’s critical attitude towards Ann is doing
him no favours in getting him any closer to his desire for
intimacy with her! Ann moves away emotionally, and remains
aloof. Such repeated patterns move them both further apart.
I have a sense that both Ann and Arthur are in a place of
isolation and loneliness in the relationship.
Creating a safe, trusting and containing space in which the
couple can feel heard and understood, and able to open their
heart and speak, is a first important step. My listening with
attention and kindness to each partner and seeking verification
of what I hear is hopefully contributing to this. Before the couple
can even begin to ‘hear’ each other, it is the therapist who models
to the couple the possibility of a different way of listening from
what the partners in the couple dyad are used to.
Mindfulness as an embodied practice of pausing and noticing
is woven into facilitation of the therapy process to deepen
connection with self and other as a way of being. As they
enter into dialogue with each other, through the process of
facilitation, both Ann and Arthur are learning to notice how
they speak to and hear each other. Each becomes more aware
of the way they hear and are heard, how they see and are seen
by the other. Often listening is incomplete and crucial meanings
have been left out. At times the hearing is inaccurate and
completely off the mark. Through the facilitation process,
both Arthur and Ann recognise their misalignment in listening
to each other. They are also learning about the power of speech
and their communication styles, and how words have the
power to hurt or heal.
The facilitation aims to cultivate the art of listening on the
one hand, and the practice of loving-kindness and compassion
for self and others on the other hand. Drawn flexibly from
various sources, most notably Krammer (2007), Kabat-Zinn
(2005) and the tradition of Zen Master Thich Nhat Hanh, they
are detailed in my recent publication – Mindful Relationships
(Nanda, 2013).
I also draw from the mediation model as described by
Strasser and Randolph (2004), where I see the couple together
and each partner separately, if possible on a weekly basis. It
offers space for confidentiality for each partner and the
possibility to explore further what each felt unable to speak
in the presence of their partner.
A Mindfulness and Existential Therapy approach draws
on the shared assumptions of both practices of Mindfulness
and Existential Therapy (Nanda, 2005, 2009, 2010, 2013). It
also draws on its potential for relational change, transformation
and healing. The shift manifests in transforming the atmosphere
between partners, the lens with which each partner views self
and other, rekindling connection, and mindful communication.
As each partner connects more deeply with self in relation
to partner, and speaking their truth within an underlying
atmosphere of kindness, they are taking responsibility for
their relationship. When each accurately reflects back to the
other, it deepens their feelings of being heard and understood.

- Jyoti Nanda, 2013
Contact: Jyoti@mindfultherapy.co.uk

Notes:
All identifying details altered to ensure complete anonymity
and confidentiality.
1
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Relationships - A Mindfulness and
Existential Therapy Approach
by Jyoti Nanda CPsychol AFBPsS, BPS/HPC, UKCP, MBACP (Snr Accred)
CPD 24 hrs for full attendance of the course
Fee £305 (students £280)
Dates: 4 consecutive Saturdays: 7, 14, 21, 28 September 2013 from 10am – 5pm
Venue: Guildford Institute, Ward Street, Guildford, GU1 4LH
To book or for information email: jyoti@mindfultherapy.co.uk
Past participants’ experiences of other courses run by Jyoti Nanda
“…On both a personal and professional level this programme has been one of the best pieces of self
development I have ever received.” - Murray Thomas (Executive Coach and Leadership Consultant,
Director of Changeability Consulting Ltd)
“Excellent and very enjoyable…it has changed my life and outlook on life tremendously and I am so glad
that I came onto the course.” - Christalla Papanastasiou (Psychotherapist)
“…I was unsure how existential therapy would be linked in with mindfulness but
Jyoti did this extremely well...” – Anonymous
Jyoti Nanda is a Chartered Psychologist, an Associate Fellow of the BPS, and Existential Psychotherapist.
She teaches Mindfulness and Existential Therapy and is in Private Practice. A long-term practitioner of
meditation, Jyoti’s published work in peer reviewed journals and book chapters focuses on an Embodied
Integration of Mindfulness and Existential Therapy. www.mindfultherapy.co.uk
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Across
1. Became subject to (something
unwelcome or unpleasant) as a
result of one’s actions (8)
5. (of time) elapsed; went by;
happened (6)
10. The taking of care not to harm
or inconvenience others (15)
11.Respects and admires (7)
12. A person who has had a long
experience in a particular field (7)
13. Interferes with the normal
arrangement or functioning of;
makes anxious (8)
15.Closely compacted in substance;
crowded closely together; (of a
person) stupid (5)
18. Quotes ( a book or author) as
evidence for an argument; mentions
as an example (5)
20. Extreme anxiety, sorrow or pain (8)
23. Attracts by offering pleasure or
advantage (7)
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25. Breathe (archaic word similar
to respire) (7)
26. The state of having no
significance or meaning (15)
27. The art or action of planning
the look or function of something (6)
28. Continues firmly or obstinately
in an opinion or course of action in
spite of difficulty or opposition (8)

Down
1. Moved (usually slowly) a very
small amount or distance or
amount (6)
2. Make or become narrower,
especially by encircling pressure (9)
3. Archaic term (still used sometimes)
for clothing/dress (7)
4. (of a bet staked) evenly; with
even money (5)
6.Prevented or warded off (an
undesirable occurrence) (7)
7. Guide or control the movement

27

of; direct or guide in a particular
direction (5)
8. Dig up (something buried) (8)
9. Strong, coarse unbleached cloth
used to make sails, tents, etc. and as a
surface for oil painting (8)
14. Design again or differently (8)
16. Unpleasantness or spitefulness
in behaviour (9)
17. Made a long, loud, piercing cry or
sound expressing extreme emotion or
pain (8)
19. Informal dismissing from
employment (7)
21. Tries to prevent by action or
argument (7)
22. The faculties by which the body
perceives an external stimulus (6)
24. Pulls or rips apart or to pieces (5)
25. The place where an incident in
real life or fiction occurs or has
occurred (5)
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Apply now for
September or January
Foundation Certificate in Psychotherapy, Counselling &
Coaching
MA in Existential Coaching
Validated by Middlesex University

MSc in Psychotherapy Studies

Online Programme validated by Middlesex University

DProf in Existential Psychotherapy & Counselling

A joint course with Middlesex University, leading to eligibility
for UKCP accreditation

DCPsych in Counselling Psychology & Psychotherapy
by Professional Studies
A joint course with Middlesex University, leading to eligibility
for BPS chartership
Full range of CPD courses also available
To apply please contact:
0845 5577 752
admissions@nspc.org.uk

New School of Psychotherapy & Counselling
Principal: Prof Emmy van Deurzen
254-256 Belsize Road
South Hampstead
London NW6 4BT

www.nspc.org.uk

Closest Stations: Kilburn High Road (2mins),
Kilburn Park (5mins), Swiss Cottage (15mins)
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